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Wake Up Call  
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Psalm 13 part 1 

How long is a chain of events? 

 

Special Announcement.  

The last 30 WakeUPCalls have been formatted and sent to you 

by Suzy Silva-Shattock daughter of our National Director. This is 

her last edition. On 5th July Suzy will be marrying David Gould 

and we thank you Suzy for working well, congratulate you and 

wish you God's richest blessing on your new life together with 

David. If you would like to send a thank you, wedding greeting 

and word of encouragement to Suzy please email your good 

wishes to comms@worknetuk.org and she will receive them. 

The Roads Best Traveled Series is dedicated to her with love 

from her father as she travels on. 

Have you ever found yourself wondering about the timescale of a 

particular difficult phase of your working life?  You have trouble 

remembering when you couldn’t remember trouble.  It seems an age 

ago when all was well and there appears to be no end in sight.  

A budget squeeze has strangled all the joy and freedom out of your 

work or poor team relationships wear you down.  Going to work has 

lost its attraction and there seems to be little compensation for your 

hardship.  You can stand this for a week or two, or even a month or 

two, but this is now no fun at all.   

If such a phase at work coincides with some home or personal 

struggles you are in the middle of a depressing cocktail.   

It is not really de rigueur or fashionable to have a Christian faith and 

be depressed.  Have you noticed that in your church or small group 

positive thinking is supposed to be the norm?  But everybody knows 

and, to be fair, churches are now recognizing that faith and a sense of 

well-being are not automatic companions even though they are best 

configured hand in hand.  

When your work life is depressing, your home life is tricky, and your 

church life is not incredibly helpful, your risk factors go up and your 

biggest risk is to lash out at God Himself.  In your heart you may know 

the lack of logic of this response but the heart is also guided by 

feelings.  And you feel forgotten and ignored by your own God.  

So the question which you share with the poet, come shepherd, come 

soldier, come king who wrote Psalm 13 is “how long?”  

It is this sense of having been forgotten which can be so debilitating. 

Everyone else seems to be moving on or receiving reward, getting the 

breaks and in some cases having a ball – but God seems to have 
  



forgotten you.  

This can spill over into your personal life.  A close relationship goes 

sour or you consider yourself to have been single for far too long or 

your character and style just seem to be undervalued amongst your 

friends.  

And church seems a bore or irrelevant or just targeted at someone 

else.  

Then the circle closes and you feel forgotten by God.  David even 

attempts an answer on the timescale thing by suggesting ‘forever’ as 

an option.  Of course when you’re having a hard time it does seem to 

drag.  Anyone who doubts this should compare twenty minutes on an 

exercise machine with twenty minutes watching TV and see which feels 

the longest.  Pain has a habit of elongating its own duration.  

But there is a second aspect of this gripe against God.  It is more 

frustrating.  It is one thing to feel forgotten or accidentally overlooked, 

but when you try to remind God of your predicament it is another thing 

to feel that He is deliberately turning away or hiding.  So you pray to 

the walls or worship the ceiling.  You dialogue with thin air and you 

beat your hands on a closed door.  For pity’s sake how long is this 

going to last?   

When you find yourself in one of these moments or phases it is hard to 

feel hope or expectation.  This piece is not the place for shallow, quick 

fixes.  Indeed this verse of the psalm offers no solutions at all – it 

merely poses a question.  

And therein lies its power.  This opening salvo of Psalm 13 gives you 

clear and present permission to pose the question.  Posing the question 

is the beginning of things.  Living with a question is not a hopeless 

state.  The dialogue between the question and the questioner’s mind is 

vital.  Don’t throw these times away.  Such questions give you 

permission to despair and recognize your wounds.  Genius is released 

from your wounds and wisdom is hard earned through questions.  Have 

you noticed that?  

  

Work well, 

Geoff Shattock 

  

If you would like some help reviewing your life, work or career 

path, we offer one-to-one coaching sessions for just such 

purposes. Please email comms@worknetuk.org for details. 
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Here is some biblical background to this week's Wake Up Call 

Psalm 13 part 1  



1 How long, O LORD ? Will you forget me forever?  

How long will you hide your face from me?  

  

 

Wake Up News 

  

  

 

� If you would like to send a comment on any of our Roads Best 
Traveled series of WakeUpCall we would love to have your feedback. Send 

us an encouraging testimony or comment and we would be very grateful. 

Email your comments to comms@worknetuk.org.  

� WAKE UP CALL ARCHIVES HAS BEEN UPDATED THERE ARE NOW 

NEARLY 270 PAST EDITIONS  

� Worktalk DVD set - Available NOW - Order your  copy of the 

WorkTalk DVD set now click here to order. TASTER 

DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO FILES NOW UP AT THE WORKTALK WEB SITE 

http://www.worktalk.org.uk  

� Wake Up Call tips - please don't reply to your Wake Up Call we do not 

monitor that address.  

 

If you want to contact WorkNet follow this contact link.  

 

If you want to unsubscribe or change your profile (email or other 

details)-follow the update your profile links on the left hand side of your 

Wake Up Call -we are generally unable to update your profile for you but 

have made it very easy for you do do it online. Note it is really important 

that you update your profile if you change your email address 

otherwise you will not get your weekly support Thank you.  

 

Also remember to have a look at the Bible sections for the biblical 

background to your Wake Up Call  
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